Signal training by SVN Liberation Army.

Training document on T5-312/PT Telephone and B-611 Switchboard, published by the Signal Office of R Liberation Army on May 8, 1967. Document, copy CCS/HS informed by the Signal of Potent Engineer of the Province/ at the following information:

1. Description, operation, and maintenance of the T5-312/PT Telephone, referred to as a Signal line captured from the US Army.

2. Description, operation, and maintenance of the B611 Switchboard. This is a 10-line magnetic switchboard made in Communist China whose characteristics are as follows:

- Measurement: 200 x 80 x 300mm
- Weight: 12.3kg
- Power source: 3 volts

This equipment is used by infantry battalions, artillery battalion HQ, and larger units.

[Full Translation Follows]

**CONFIDENTIAL**

Original will be passed to CIDV.

Roster, Signal Unit of: 

| Roster, listing names of 99 members of a Signal Unit of 1/1/55, 3/25th US Inf Div, 3rd Inf Division, who were given food expenses for Feb 67. |

[Full Translation Follows]

*KIN* IS A VIETNAMESE CLASSIFICATION EQUIVALENT TO CONFIDENTIAL AND WILL BE HANDLED ACCORDINGLY.
Activities of KYNAF Secret Agents.

Letter #14/BC, dated 8 Oct 66, prepared for the signature of Corp, RO Sdn Security Section, forwarded to all provincial Security Sections reporting on activities of KYNAF secret agents in liberated areas strategic hamlets and contacted areas. Letter also reveals that professional training is being conducted by foreing advisors at different KYNAF training centers.
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